
Design Architecture

We work with our clients to 
develop ICT strategies that 
improve business performance 
and align ICT solutions with 
business plans and defined 
business outcomes

We know business needs 
change. We architect and 
implement reliable, flexible 
ICT solutions that evolve and 
leverage advances in technology 
when they need to. Our ICT 
solutions are based on sound 
design processes aligned to 
business goals and can be easily 
integrated into existing systems

Deliver a capital and operational plan that can be used as 
the platform to align business and ICT objectives, while 
providing flexibility and adaptability

Risk identification and risk assessment to identify potential 
threats to your ICT environment and the likelihood of those 
becoming reality

Business impact analysis to quantify the impact of a loss of 
ICT services on your business

Implementation of solutions that feature the right 
combination of technologies to your business needs

Scalable solutions in line with your budget and future growth

We design and implement:  

Consolidated data centres, maximising virtualisation 
technologies

Converged networks

Storage, backup and recovery solutions

Remote desktop solutions for network access ‘on any 
device, from anywhere’

Enterprise systems for AIX, Solaris, HP-UX and IBM AS400

Hardware, software and existing asset integration with 
Iocane infrastructure
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Complementary Services

We know business needs change. We architect and 
implement reliable, flexible ICT solutions that evolve 
and leverage advances in technology and align with 
your business goals and requirements. 

Our Managed Services extend to:

Monitoring, management, maintenance and reporting of all 
ICT infrastructure including server, storage, network and 
security devices

Onsite engineering

Service desk

Complementing Iocane Managed Services is Iocane’s 
secure infrastructure platform offerings:

Infrastructure as a Service

Disaster Recovery as a Service

Backups as a Service

Licensing as a Service

Burst to Cloud

Self service provisioning

Key features

Why Iocane?
With more than 14-years of experience, we are one of South 
Australia’s largest independent ICT solutions providers. We have 
a reputation for delivering innovative, value for money solutions.

We offer an integrated range of services and expertise to meet 
the ever-changing technology needs of business. 

Our approach is different. We focus on the delivery of tailored 
ICT solutions that add value and deliver real results to business. 

Our focus is about finding the right ICT solution for each 
business. We offer reliable, flexible ICT systems to help our 
clients manage their current and future needs.
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The management of infrastructure is becoming more integrated 
and requires significant technical expertise and experience, 
support processes and continual education and training of  
staff to maximise the benefits of technology decisions. There is 
also a need to bridge the gap between business requirements 
and technology.

 Tailored design
Iocane’s ICT solutions are based on sound design processes 
aligned to business goals and can be easily integrated into 
existing systems. Our solutions are scalable, to fit available 
budgets and adjust to business growth. We partner with all 
the leading ICT vendors to design and implement solutions 
that feature the right combination of technologies. 

 Flexible and highly effective central  
 management of devices

Iocane adheres to vendor and industry best practice.  
We develop flexible solutions that will enable fast and efficient 
deployment and implementation with a structured approach 
and capability to test upgrades in an isolated environment. 
Virtualisation, shared storage and other shifts in technologies 
have provided capability to better manage and share ‘pools’ 
of resources to ensure that failure of any one particular 
device does not necessarily mean a loss of service until the 
device is fixed. We allow for spare capacity to enable new or 
prospective applications or tools to be deployed.

 Platform management
Iocane Managed Service offerings are designed to meet 
business goals and deliver strategic technology advice 
to meet changing business requirements in addition to 
the ongoing management of infrastructure. All technology 
selections are developed with a long-term view based on 
immediate and future objectives. We partner with our clients 
to evaluate the applicability or potential benefit of new 
infrastructure and integration technologies. This consistent 
deployment, management and use of best practice process 
and critical evaluation minimise business disruptions whilst 
maximising business benefits.

 Manage ICT risk
Some companies cannot survive without their ICT 
infrastructure. We work through a risk identification and 
business impact analysis with our clients to determine if 
the cost of the provision of disaster recovery equipment 
outweighs the potential risk. Clients get to determine the 
extent of their disaster recovery requirements and invest 
accordingly. Our expertise across our vendor products 
means we design and implement secure, robust, flexible and 
cost effective solutions tailored to your organisation’s specific 
business needs. 


